
Fuel for the tank for a healthier you - Sugar 
 
Many of us are aware that to feel good and maintain a healthy life we need to review and 
perhaps change the fuel we put in our tank and modify our lifestyle.  It’s like putting clean 
petrol into a petrol engine car rather than diesel into a petrol engine car.  We know that the 
second obviously doesn’t work, the 2 liquids do not mix well and the diesel is like a toxin to 
the petrol.  So why do so many of us not realise this about what we put into our bodies.   
 
We are brought up in a society where we have a plethora of tempting foods promoted to us 
by many forms of media and advertising.  Lovely pictures of high fat, high sugar processed 
products are in front of us all the time, TV ads, magazines, supermarkets etc.  
Manufacturers are tempting us with their products often by the creation of want rather 
than health needs.  But we can train ourselves to see through this and make conscious, 
educated decisions to set us on the journey of Healthy Eating.  We welcome you to engage 
with our articles and contact us for a more in-depth breakdown of what is good “fuel for the 
tank” whether your goal is weight loss, gaining knowledge, curiosity or just to be generally 
healthier.  Read on… 
 

 
 

Sugar – do you realise how much added sugar you are consuming? 
 
The world populations sugar intake has been high on the chat list recently.  It has been 
reported that kids are consuming at least 3 times the recommended amount of sugar per 
day.  I am talking about the “added” sugar which is added to sweeten products/drinks by 
the manufacturer, by cooks or yourself.  This also includes the free sugar in squeezed fruit 
juice. 



 
This sugar is playing a major impact on health issues such as weight gain, type ll diabetes, 
heart disease and other related diseases such as cancer. 
 
We get hooked on sugar 
We get hooked from the first bite, a message is sent to the brain immediately and it 
awakens your reward system and it sends chemical messengers to different hormones.  
Dopamine is one of the main hormones involved in making you feel “happy & high”.  When 
you absorb this sugar your blood sugar levels drop and you then crave more sugar to get 
that “happy & high” feeling back. 
 
Example sugary foods & drinks 
Breakfast cereals fruit juices and carbonated drinks are prime contributors to this.  The 
packaging and promotion of these products is aimed at the kids who want the puffed wheat 
style of cereal with sugar topping or chocolate bits, packed lunch box sized fruit juices and 
sweets. 
These are all designed to appeal to the sweet toothed adults and younger aged consumers, 
for whom the parents readily oblige by putting these products into their trolley on the 
supermarket visit.   
 
Fruit juice, many think it is good for us as it’s promoted as one of your five a day but the 
carton / bottle juice has so much added (bad) sugar in it, it should be reduced or better 
avoided in our daily intake.  
 
Whole fruits don’t count as “added sugars”. But fruit juices do (even that freshly-squeezed orange 

juice). Unlike fruit juices, the fibre in whole fruits largely slows your body’s absorption of fructose. 
 

Source: © The Health Sciences Academy ®. All Rights Reserved. 
 

Read more: https://thehealthsciencesacademy.org 

 

We must be aware smoothies and fresh fruit juice are high in natural sugar and should be 
limited to around 150ml per day and consumed at mealtimes to help reduce tooth decay. 
 
Sugar spikes in our body 
These popular added sugar products are causing us to experience spikes in our bodies sugar 
levels.  These spikes are named as such because your levels rise very quickly but fall very 
quickly making us feel an energy slump, feeling more lethargic than we were before we 
consumed it in the first place.  So then what are we likely to do?   Yes, as we mentioned 
above, the low makes us reach for more of the same to boost us again.  It’s a never ending 
cycle.  This sugar is not broken down and used efficiently so is therefore stored as energy in 
the body for when it is needed.  This is when the health problems occur. 
 
I used to see this first hand when ski race coaching, the parents would quite often be at the 
bottom of a training run giving their children bits of chocolate or other highly sugared 
sweets or drinks.  By the time that child got to the top ready for their next run they had 
already had their sugar spike and were on the downward spiral.  It’s very difficult to 
convince parents that they are not helping their child’s performance or overall health.  

https://thehealthsciencesacademy.org/


These sugar fixes become a habit and it’s human nature to repeat what makes us feel happy 
especially short term fixes! 
 
According to estimates from Public Health England, results for 2014 showed that 61.7% of 
adults were overweight or obese (65.3% of men and 58.1% of women) 
 

Obesity levels in the UK have more than trebled in the last 30 years and, on current 

estimates, more than half the population could be obese by 2050. 

 

Europe's obesity league: 

• UK: 24.9% 

• Ireland: 24.5% 

• Spain: 24.1% 

• Portugal: 21.6% 

• Germany: 21.3% 

• Belgium: 19.1% 

• Austria: 18.3% 

• Italy: 17.2% 

• Sweden: 16.6% 

• France: 15.6% 

 

http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/loseweight/Pages/statistics-and-causes-of-the-obesity-
epidemic-in-the-UK.aspx 
 

As you can see the UK is top of the table, if it was the Olympic medals table we would be 
very happy with that but in this case it’s very disappointing. 
 
 

Recommended Sugar intake (NHS – UK) 
 
4-6 year olds – equivalent to 5 sugar cubes per day 
7-10 year olds – equivalent to 6 sugar cubes per day 
11 year olds-Adults – equivalent to 7 sugar cubes per day 
 
*1 cube = 4 g sugar 
 
Question: So how can we help ourselves and help to educate our children?   
Answer: Through education and understanding and making healthy changes in our daily 
diet. 
 

http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/loseweight/Pages/statistics-and-causes-of-the-obesity-epidemic-in-the-UK.aspx
http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/loseweight/Pages/statistics-and-causes-of-the-obesity-epidemic-in-the-UK.aspx


I have a challenge for you that’s fun for all the family.  The NHS UK have a campaign 
running at the moment highlighting the risks of too much sugar in our diets.   
 
They have a fantastic website and a cool app that can be used to scan a product bar code 
and it tells you how much sugar lumps are in that product.  This helps us to make educated 
decisions about the content of our shopping trollies. 
 
It’s a fun and interesting project, just imagine if you could get your friends and kids to start 
understanding sugar intake using this app.  It could make visiting the supermarket and 
exciting event for all the family. 
 
Do you know how much sugar is in the popular branded drinks and cereals?  See if you can 
find out and share your findings with us.  
 

 
 

https://www.nhs.uk/sugar-smart/sugar-facts 
 

      
 
 
 
It is of course not just sugar alone that we need to be aware of, a balanced nutritional diet 
and exercise is vital to a Healthy Balanced life.  
This article is brought to you on an advisory basis and is put together with educated training 
and information from external sources. 
 
Continue to read our Blog each month for more Nutritional, Health and Wellbeing advice. 
 

https://www.nhs.uk/sugar-smart/sugar-facts
http://www.nhs.uk/change4life
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/change4life-sugar-swaps/id1015850256?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.PHE.SugarSwaps

